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The demand for wearable sensors has been 
grown rapidly over the past few years, 
mainly those related to monitor health, 
fitness and their surroundings. Consequently, 
wearable chemical sensing has become a 
crucial appliance area for wireless sensors 
and has proved to be a very challenging and 
multidisciplinary area. The great advantage 
of coupling wireless communication to 
different types of wearable sensors is the 
enhancement of the sensor’s scope for 
remote and resource-limited settings with 
the possibility of obtaining real-time data 
acquisition and application in different areas 
like homeland defense, home-based 
healthcare, and food logistics. Being the 

electrochemical sensors considered attractive and promising to use in the wireless chemical sensor field, 
due to its features such as simple structure, the possibility of miniaturization, comfort, simplicity of operation, 
high sensitivity, fast response, relatively low energy consumption and low manufacturing cost. Furthermore, 
wearable electrochemical sensors enable obtaining insights into individuals health status through the 
noninvasive monitoring of clinically relevant biomarkers in different biofluids without complex sampling, 
manipulation and treatment steps. In this review, we present the main advances in technologies used in 
the development of fully integrated wireless wearable electrochemical devices, such as communication 
protocols, data collection and privacy concerns and power sources. We also discuss in a critical way the 
main challenges, trends, strategies and new technologies that will drive this research line in the future. 
Lastly, we highlight the progress in the last few years in healthcare, sports, security and defense, and 
forensic applications.
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INTRODUCTION
Interest in the development of wearable sensors has been steadily increased over the last years, following 

advancements in material science, flexible electronics, microfabrication, miniaturization techniques, and 
the rapid growth of the Internet-of-Things (IoT), as it becomes easier to integrate features such as real-
time data acquisition and wireless communication into such devices. The IoT is a new prototype that is 
being developed in the current wireless telecommunications landscape, and its concept is based on a wide 
network of connected things, such as sensors, actuators, identifiers, and products, which can interact with 
others autonomously and also cooperate to achieve a common goal [1,2]. The IoT is not just an idea, but 
it is already a technological application from which our life can benefit [3]. 

In the field of analytical chemistry, these concept of connected wireless communication with chemical 
(bio)sensors allow analytes to be monitored in situ from a distance, even in hazardous places. Using the 
right wireless protocol, multiple devices can be linked together in networks, providing real-time data over 
large areas [4]. Therefore, the choice of a wireless technology depends on the connectivity requirements 
for its application. The most common technologies recently in use for wireless communication include 
Bluetooth, ZigBee, radio-frequency identification (RFID), and near-field communication (NFC), each with 
its own set of features and advantages [5]. Smartphones are also worth mentioning in this context, as they 
have been increasingly used in chemical sensing, due to its pervasiveness and computational capability. 
A smartphone can be used to perform data acquisition and analyses in real-time, typically using built-in 
radio protocols. Furthermore, integrated cameras enable it to also serve as the detector in optical sensor 
systems [6].

Chemical sensors can be classified according to their transduction element, which can be electrochemical, 
optical and piezoelectric. In the scope of wearable devices, electrochemical sensors have a great domain 
in their development due to characteristics such as the possibility of miniaturization, flexibility, comfort, 
simplicity of operation, compatibility with different materials and most importantly, can operate with 
inexpensive electronic devices powered by battery instrumentation [7,8]. 

Currently, there is a great expectation for the development of fully integrated devices, with a bio(sensing) 
signal processor and powered by battery. These fully integrated devices operate as a “microcomputer” 
connecting all detection processes, from the collection and processing of information to deliver the results 
[9]. Wireless communication is essential to ensure complete mobility of wearable electrochemical sensors. 
Therefore, the combination of these components brings a new class of hybrid devices, the wireless 
wearable electrochemical sensors [2]. 

Wireless electrochemical sensors offer real-time monitoring of analytical data not only in hospital 
settings but also during regular day-to-day activities [10-12]. This represents an opportunity to decrease 
healthcare costs, improving preventive and personalized medicine approaches [10]. While most these 
new wearable sensors devices have focused on fitness and healthcare applications, recent efforts appear 
in the development of on-body sensors for diverse security and defense, environmental and forensic 
applications. Consequently, several studies have described wearable electrochemical sensors that can 
monitor, for example, toxic gases [13,14], pesticides [15], illicit and licit drugs [16-18], explosives and 
heavy metal [19], electrolytes [20], and metabolites [21] on-body via biofluids, such as saliva [22], tears 
[23], and sweat [24]. This progress has been the subject of several recent review articles [2,25-29].

This growing demand for real time analysis and the continuous monitoring of relevant (bio)molecules 
has been spurred the development in the field of wearable technology aiming a noninvasive data collection 
at a low cost. As a result, the wearable market had a historic growth in 2019, which was more than double 
compared to 2014 [30]. As encouraging as these developments are, the impact of existing wearable 
electrochemical sensors fully integrated with wireless data transmission technology still remains at an early 
stage. There are still challenges and limitations to be overcome in order for these devices to be marketed. 
This review focuses on these challenges and technological gaps in the field of wearable electrochemical 
sensors. The main topics discussed include the development of available wireless communication 
protocols, data collection and privacy concerns, power sources for wearable devices, challenges involving 
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electrode materials, sampling, sensitivity, stability and applications in healthcare, sports, environmental 
security and forensic analyses.

WEARABLE ELECTROCHEMICAL SENSORS CHALLENGES 
Principles of electrochemical sensor

The great advantages of coupling wireless communication to different types of wearable sensors are 
the mobility of these class of devices, the possibility of obtaining real-time data acquisition and application 
in different areas like homeland defense, home-based healthcare, and food logistics [31,32].

Electrochemical sensors are the most used in the wireless chemical sensor field, due to features such 
as simple structure, possibility of miniaturization, comfort and simplicity of operation, combined with high 
sensitivity, fast response, low energy consumption and low manufacturing cost [7]. Basically, a wireless 
electrochemical sensor transduces the electrochemical interaction of an analyte at an electrode into a 
voltage or current signal, which can be transmitted through a wired or wireless communication module. 
The electrochemical signal can be amperometric, voltammetric, potentiometric and impedimetric [33]. 

The predominant transduction methods for the development of wireless electrochemical sensors are 
potentiometric, which measure the potential difference between an indicator electrode (ion-selective 
electrode) and a reference electrode; voltammetric, which measure current flow varying potential and 
amperometric, which measure current at a constant potential. 

The potentiometric methods are the most used, due to less complexity in its electrochemical transduction 
components [2]. The development of wearable potentiometric sensors has been reported for the 
measurement of various electrolytes present in sweat, including sodium [34], potassium [12], chloride [35], 
ammonia [36], calcium and hydrogen ions [37]. Although potentiometric sensors operate easily wirelessly 
and without a battery, their sensing capability is limited to electrolyte levels and therefore are not suitable 
to detect other physiologically relevant species, such as metabolites, drugs, and proteins [38].

Wearable amperometric devices typically use enzymes to achieve selectivity. The incorporation 
of enzymes for specific target analytes/metabolites may require the use of high voltages to trigger the 
enzymatic reaction, which can generate interference signals. To overcome this problem, an electron 
transfer mediator can be incorporated to decrease the redox potential of the target reaction [12]. This 
technique has been described for the sensing different species such as glucose [39], lactate [20] and 
ethanol [40] in sweat. In all mentioned examples, the used mediator was Prussian Blue with the specific 
enzyme for each species, ensuring good selectivity to the device.

Despite the techniques of amperometry and potentiometry being the most used techniques in the 
development of wireless wearable electrochemical sensors, other techniques have been reported, such 
as square wave anodic stripping voltammetry (SWASV) [41], cyclic voltammetry (CV) [42] and differential 
pulse voltammetry (DPV) [12]. An advantage of voltammetric techniques in relation to amperometry is the 
possibility of coupling pre-concentration techniques to trace levels, thus obtaining better detection limits.

Although electrochemical sensors are promising analytical tools in the development of wearable 
devices with wireless communication, there are still several requirements to be addressed to achieve 
an ideal architecture, such as: the type of biological fluid sampling –(which can be sweat, saliva, tear, 
interstitial fluid and breath), the substrate for the construction of the platform –(needs to have flexibility, 
high mechanical resistance and biocompatibility), sensing materials, applicability accessories, electrode 
fouling and/or drift and power. Issues such as the need for calibration and device stability are essential for 
its optimal performance. It is also crucial that the sensor be free of external interferences from different 
sources [43]. Besides that, it is necessary for the construction of wireless wearable sensors to incorporate 
a flexible and active electronic system, such as transistors and integrated circuits for data processing and 
transmission for wireless communication systems [26,32,44].

Several studies have shown that electrochemical sensors can be structured on different platforms such 
as glasses [20], bracelets [45], rings [13], gloves [15] embedded in fibers or cloths [46], temporary tattoos 
[40] on the skin and contact lenses [47] and despite the great advances in their knowledge and use, this 
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field has experienced unbalanced advances in research and development [20,31]. The acceptance of this 
wearable sensor technology needs the creation of products that can be really integrated into user’s lifestyle.

Sampling with wearable sensor
One of the main requirements for the development of wearable electrochemical sensors for continuous 

monitoring of physiological parameters is how the biological fluid will be sampled, in order to be concomitant 
with the sensing. From this configuration it is possible to classify the platforms in two ways: minimally-
invasive and noninvasive [48,49].

For minimally invasive devices there are some controversies about their definition, despite containing 
the sensing and sampling sets coupled. The most common definition is that they are types of devices that 
penetrate an external layer of the body such as the skin or internal epithelial tissues, like the nasal mucosa 
or the intestine in less than 1 mm and do not require a trained personal doctor for its application. Interstitial 
fluid (ISF) is the most accessible body fluid in a minimally invasive manner and contains chemicals in 
similar concentrations as blood, like glucose and ethanol, with less content of proteins, offering therefore 
a wide range for clinical application. This fluid bathes the epidermal tissues (<1 mm below the surface 
of the skin) and can be analyzed, extracted, and accessed in situ trans dermally through near-infrared 
spectroscopy, ultrasound or microneedles, thus offering a new set for sampling [48,50]. 

Preliminary studies have shown a needle-type biosensor with integrated RF capability to monitor 
cholesterol [51]. However, a more adequate approach is the use of micro-needles, allowing the miniaturization 
of the device. Some studies show the use of microneedles in the electrochemical device for detection of 
glucose and lactate [52]. Recently, Mohan et al. developed a skin-worn electrochemical sensor array used 
for continuous real-time monitoring of subcutaneous alcohol at the ISF. The device was consisted of an 
assembly of pyramidal microneedles integrated with Pt and Ag wires, each with a microcavity that was 
modified with the enzyme alcohol oxidase (AOx). The microcavity present in the microneedle array lends 
to create a stable enzyme layer without affecting its skin penetration capability. With this type of sensor, 
it is possible to couple a wireless system for then develop an alcohol minimally-invasive real-time remote 
monitoring device in individuals while eliminating blood sampling complications [53]. The measurements 
obtained by this method can be corrected due to the time lag between variations in blood and interstitial 
levels via validated compartmental models, and despite being a promising approach, there are several 
improvements to be made in terms of sensing platform such as durability and sensitivity. Another issue to 
be evaluated in this type of system is that despite being minimally invasive it can cause bruising and skin 
irritation, tending to be inconvenient and uncomfortable [51]. 

Regarding noninvasive sensors, they offers the opportunity to not require any drilling or incision 
procedure, and in addition, it can detect analytes and metabolites in different biological fluids such as 
sweat, saliva, tears and epidermal interstitial fluid [54,55]. 

Tear is a very complex extracellular fluid that contains proteins, electrolytes and metabolites. Currently, 
its use in the construction of noninvasive electrochemical devices is directed to the detection of glucose 
[54]. As an example, Keum et al. developed an intelligent contact lens system, being a noninvasive 
wearable device with electrochemical detection for glucose monitoring in tears. The device was built on 
a biocompatible polymer fabricated by the chemical cross-linking of silicone hydrogel precursor solution 
containing a PET film, flexible electrical circuits and a microcontroller chip for real-time biosensing, 
wireless power management, and data communication [47]. Despite the technological advancement, a 
major challenge in wearable eye detection is obtaining an adequate energy source.

Saliva is an another complex biofluid that contains many components present in the blood such as 
enzymes, hormones, antibodies and so on. Thus, it is possible to monitor the emotional, hormonal, nutritional 
status of the human body [56,57]. The detection in this type of biofluid has been demonstrated for the 
detection of urea [58], glucose [39], uric acid [22], lactate [59] and lithium [60]. Despite being a very promising 
type of device, several challenges still need to be overcome, such as the low concentration of biomarkers in 
saliva compared to the blood and surface biofouling interference from salivary macromolecules [27].
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In order to obtain the interstitial fluid in a noninvasive way, the combination of the reverse iontophoresis 
technique and biosensing in a single device has been demonstrated. Reverse iontophoresis is based 
on the extraction of interstitial fluid trans dermally. This method consists of applying a small controlled 
electric current to the skin (< 0.5 mA cm-2), with the aim of increasing the transport of low molecular 
weight substances through the skin, such as ions and neutral polar compounds. Due to the application of 
electric current, the transport rate of the compounds is greater than their passive permeabilities, and the 
main transport mechanisms are electromigration and electroosmosis, where the contribution fraction of 
each mechanism is dependent on the physicochemical properties of such as the need for calibration, not 
causing discomfort or irritation to the skin due to the current or potential applied to the fluid extraction. In 
addition, there is a limitation on the amount of fluid extracted and a long extraction time is not suitable for 
biosensing.

The development of wearable electrochemical sensors has been largely directed towards the detection 
of species present in sweat. Several components of sweat have been used as target analytes to validate 
this design [61]. The development of wearable electrochemical sensors has been largely directed towards 
the detection of species present in sweat. Among these components are sodium [34], potassium [20], 
calcium and pH [37], lactate [62] and ethanol [40], among others [61]. The advantages of choosing sweat 
as a biofluid in noninvasive wearable systems include the possibility to be sampled at very low fluid 
generation rates and external contamination, as well for continuous access in addition to the possibility 
of being stimulated on demand with local iontophoresis. In contrast, its use still raises several challenges 
such as being irregular without iontophoretic stimulation, old sweat can mix and contaminate new sweat, 
changes in skin pH and low sample production rates [63]. 

A significant effort in research has been reported in the literature for noninvasive devices so that 
the platforms provide both the sensing and the possibility of data transmission. A major view over the 
possibilities for different wearable electrochemical devices can be seen in the section “Application fields 
for wireless wearable electrochemical devices”. 

Materials and methods employed to construct wearable electrochemical sensors 
For the construction of a wearable sensor, it is widely known that the material of the platforms needs 

to be biocompatible, functional/active and with low manufacturing cost. In addition, for substrates that 
are in contact with skin it is necessary that they are flexible, with high density, robust, and present high 
mechanical resistance [64]. 

Several works have been reported using extensible materials as substrates, such as elastomers and 
elastomer composites with metallic fillers, which provide mechanical robustness, high device density, and 
scalability. The use of substrates based on polymers is given due to unique characteristics such as greater 
mechanical resilience and possibility of an adequate conformational adjustment between the contact 
surface and the sensor, in addition, it offers lower noise values in the response of the analytical signal. An 
example is the silicon elastomer polydimethylsiloxane (PDMS), which has been widely used in wearable 
sensors, and has the characteristics of biocompatibility, high tensile strength, hydrophobicity and is not 
flammable [38]. 

Recently, Lee et al. [65] presented an extensible electrochemical sensor for glucose monitoring based on 
PDMS with polyurethane nanofibers, incorporated with cotton fabric. The electrodes were formed directly 
on the PDMS substrate, in which the working electrode and the counter electrode were composed of 
nanoporous gold and the reference electrode by an Ag/AgCl layer. In addition, the sensor was incorporated 
into a microfluidic system to perform sweat collection for subsequent measurement of glucose levels. This 
on-body sensing shows great potential for continuous monitoring of metabolites, not only in sweat but 
also in other body fluids and also prove to be a great prototype for the incorporation of wireless systems. 
PDMS was selected as the best choice of flexibility stretchable substrates, and despite being a promising 
material, the use of PDMS has disadvantages like poor thermal stability due to the limitation at preparation 
temperature of the electrode and long-term instability due to its high permeability [38,66]. 

Wireless Wearable Electrochemical Sensors: A Review
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Others polymers have been used as options for building wearable devices such as polyimide (PI), 
parylene, poly(methyl methacrylate) (PMMA), polyurethane (PU), polyurethane acrylate (PUA), 
polyethylene terephthalate (PET), polyethylene naphthalate (PEN), poly(3,4-ethylenedioxythiophene)-
poly(styrenesulfonate) (PEDOT:PSS) polystyrene-block-poly-(ethylene-ran-butylene)-block-polystyrene 
(SEBS). Among those mentioned, PI and PET are widely used as a flexible bioelectronics material in 
biosensor integration technology owing to their good performance and user comfort. PET exhibit excellent 
deformability and optical transparencies and PI plays important role due to its high mechanical strength 
and applicability as support layers for skin sensors [38,61,67,68].

Other materials have been widely used for the construction of wearable systems, such as fibers, paper 
and textiles [66]. Being flexible and widely used in our daily life, textiles such as wool, cotton, and nylon 
have been extensively exploited as the substrate for integrating various electrochemical biosensors, even 
as paper that can be readily and rapidly modified with biomolecules and nanomaterials for electrochemical-
sensing applications [33,69].

The materials used as well as the manufacturing techniques for the wearable devices depend on 
the desired application, such as the biological fluid and analyte/metabolite of interest and the type of 
sensor. There are different manufacturing methods described in the literature, including soft-lithography, 
photolithography, electron-beam evaporation, inkjet printing and screen-printing [70,71]. Among the 
aforementioned methods, the screen-printing has been widely used in the manufacture of electrochemical 
wearable devices due to features such as the versatility of modern thick-film, fabrication techniques 
enable large-scale manufacture in different geometries, low cost, robustness, and suitable electrochemical 
performance. In contrast, the lithographic methods are capable of producing high-performance electro-
analytical devices, however, they have the high cost as a major disadvantage [70]. 

Conductive electrodes are the main components in wearable electrochemical sensors, so it is extremely 
necessary that the electrodes have mechanical flexibility and stability. The ideal electrode material must 
have characteristics such as robustness, high conductivity, low resistance, low processing temperature, 
flexibility and extensibility [66]. In addition to all the challenges imposed on the electrode material, there is 
still the incompatibility of properties and foundational mechanics that could appear during stretching [67], 
thus disabling the sensor due folding of the device [61,72].

The most used materials for the construction of flexible electrodes are carbon nanomaterials and 
metallic nanoparticles. Nanomaterials such as metallic nanoparticles (NPs), nanowires (NWs) and carbon 
nanotubes (CNTs) have been used, due to their thermal, mechanical and electrical properties, in addition to 
offering different surface areas. NPs and NWs are excellent conductive materials providing high mechanical 
flexibility and electrical conductivity [38,66,73]. Carbon materials such as carbon black (CB), CNTs and 
graphene have excellent properties. The limitation of CB is the difficulty of dispersion in elastic or solvent 
matrices due to its aggregation. CNT features excellent intrinsic conductivity, high optical transparency 
and thermal stability; and several of graphene-based electrodes as sensors have been studied due to 
material characteristics such an excellent electron mobility, ultrahigh strength, and low contact resistance 
with organic electronic devices [74]. 

Among the nanostructured metals, gold nanoparticles (AuNPs) are being the most common in 
flexible electrodes [38], moreover to the use of AgNWs or AgNPs on flexible platforms due to its optical 
transparency, high electrical conductivity and high mechanical flexibility [75]. Silver nanoparticles are 
well known as an effective antimicrobial agent and already used widely in consumer products, such as 
clothes, shoes and toys. Some studies had shown that AgNPs are able to enter the cells, whereas for 
the corresponding metal ionic species either no or a relatively low penetration could be seen. As well no 
toxicity was observed for AgNPs due to low release of silver ions within short time periods, so, being a safe 
substrate for electrode printing in wearable sensors [76]. Although some concerns need to be addressed 
for other metal nanostructures, considering its potential toxicity for human health and environment and the 
lack of studies demonstrating its safety. 
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In addition, materials such as printing inks have helped to promote advances in printing technology on 
different types of substrates [66]. The printing inks used to build flexible electrodes are basically composed 
of fillers, binders and additives. Fillers are the active component of the paint that provides the characteristic 
features needed for each application and can be metallic, ceramic, organic or a combination nanomaterial, 
such as nanosheets, nanowires and nanoparticles. Among these materials, carbon-based inks have 
received great prominence due to the numerous properties of carbonaceous nanomaterials such as high 
surface area and conductive properties [77]. 

The design of solid‐state reference electrodes without a liquid junction, the called pseudo-reference is a 
crucial point in the construction of wearable sensors. The purpose of the reference electrode is to provide 
a stable potential relative to the solution, which the potential of the working electrode is referred to this 
potential [78]. The easiest and most common employed type of reference electrode is the Silver/Silver 
Chloride (Ag/AgCl) pseudo-reference electrode. This electrode has several favorable traits, such as fast 
reaction kinetics and a lower toxicity than calomel-based reference electrodes [79,80].

The main difference between the Ag/AgCl pseudo-reference electrode and the normal Ag/AgCl reference 
electrodes is that the Cl− concentration is not maintained constant by a liquid compartment enclosing the 
solid electrode, making the electrode susceptible to oscillations of its potential when the Cl− concentration 
in test solution varies. Thus, it is very important that the chloride ions concentration in the test solution, be 
kept constant to provide a stable and reproducible potential. This concentration of chloride ions must be at 
moderate concentration to ensure that the small amount of chloride ions present in the analyzed samples 
can be negligible and does not alter the accuracy of the pseudo-reference electrode [80]. 

Although several technological innovations have been made in relation to flexible substrates and 
materials, there are still challenges in the construction of this type of device such as incompatibilities in 
properties and also in basic mechanics causing the deactivation of the sensor [61]. 

Calibration, long-term stability and sensitivity of the wearable electrochemical sensor
Despite the significant progress in the development of electrochemical bioelectronics for wearable 

devices, some key challenges need to be addressed, considering that the continuous exposure to a living 
biological system increases complications of the sensor [81]. The physical and mental traits of a human 
body constantly change and behave differently depending on time, age, environment, and circumstances. 
For example, the sweat rate changes under stress, coercion, intense physical activity, and so on. Other 
factors such as the fluid pH, volume, and flow rate could also potentially affect the accuracy of in situ 
monitoring and suitable detection mechanisms need to be introduced to achieve better accuracy for 
wearable devices. Due to the difference of the analyzed biofluids, it is also necessary that sensors can 
accurately measure compositions at small volumes and have minimal calibration with fast response time, 
long-term stability, extended lifetime, and durability [54]. Furthermore, minimal drift, high sensitivity and 
selectivity, anti-fouling, internal calibration strategies, repeatability as well as mechanical reliability and 
system robustness need to be addressed when used continuously in wearable devices [70]. Also, the 
amount of sample and sampling strategies are problems that need to be circumvented too, as well as 
mechanical material degradation or failure due to stress [7]. 

An important aspect to consider is the quantification approach used for wireless monitoring with wearable 
devices. It is important to have in mind that electrochemical methods are not absolute, and their results 
need to be compared with a calibration curve or performed by the standard addition method. However, the 
last one is not viable for in vivo analysis because it implies contaminating the individual/sample. Therefore, 
the usual strategy relies on sample collection and conduction of comparative ex situ analyses to correlate 
the results obtained by the on-body sensor and that of the collected sample. This correlation in some 
cases can be performed considering a population mean, but ideally it should be customized/personalized 
to take into account the differences between individuals (metabolism, excretion, sample production, 
temperature, and so on) [26]. A calibration-free approach is an important example of how calibration issues 
can be overcome, also for other application areas [54]. As different detection methods usually have varying 
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susceptibility against the same interference, rational response can be estimated more reliably from the ratio 
of both single responses. Unfortunately, calibration-free approaches are few and might work, depending 
on the environment, but most have still not been tested for very long-term functionality. Self-calibration, 
incorporation of calibration reagents or reference items maybe the best solution for an accurate calibration 
but also become less realistic the more sensor entities shall be deployed, considering cost, replacement 
or maintenance efforts, and stand time of reagents [26]. The use of orthogonal approaches (colorimetric/
potentiometric/fluorescence/electrochemical/volumetric modes in the same sensor) [82] could also be 
an important alternative for calibration issues, as well the use of amperometry, chronoamperometry and 
exhaustive coulometry as self-calibration strategies [26].

Eliminate fouling/passivation of the electrode surface is one of the most challenging aspects of 
electrochemical wearable devices [70]. The nonspecific adsorption (fouling) is one of the first primary steps 
to diminish long-term stability in wearable devices. Some studies have shown that serum albumin and other 
endogenous protein or biomolecules fragments can adsorb onto the electrode surface diminishing the 
diffusion of analytes of interest to the sensor surfaces and making the detection impossible. For that reason, 
numerous materials have been developed to form a protective coating to reduce nonspecific adsorption 
on sensors, as well as the use of some electrochemical techniques to prevent this phenomenon. Some 
materials used for anti-fouling include protective and selective membranes, with durable solid membranes, 
such as monolayer protein [83], Nafion [84], polyethylene oxide (PEO) [85], poly(ethyleneglycol) (PEG) 
[86], oligo(ethylene glycol) (OEG) [87] and polycarbonate [88]. Zwitterionic polymers containing both 
cationic and anionic groups on the same monomer residue have been also proved to be biocompatible and 
multifunctional to prevent fouling in biosensors [89]. A study showed that the zwitterionic polymer coatings 
reduce nonspecific protein adsorption not only from single protein solutions such as BSA, fibrinogen, 
antibody and lysozyme, but also from complex media, such as undiluted blood plasma [90]. Some 
approaches to shield the sensing element and sensor from interferents with filters [91], and cleaning/
renewing of the sensing element/membrane (with irradiation, heat or UV light) [92,93] are also realistic 
contributions toward the long-term reliable operation. The use of specific electrochemical techniques 
has also shown that fouling could be prevented in electrode surface when fast scan cyclic voltammetry 
(FSCV) or chronoamperometry were used. Due to the fast scan rate, the FSCV limits the diffusion distance 
of the charged molecules to the electrode and minimizes electrode fouling in vivo [50]. Amperometric 
signal modulation is another strategy, shown years ago by Rocklin et al. which enabled a cleaning of 
the electrodes [94]. So, this approach can be an interesting alternative or be imagined as an additional 
measure to reduce fouling effects.

Operational challenges of wearable electronics represent another paradigm, where special conditions 
and pretreatments of the sensors are desired to enhance the sensitivity, selectivity, accuracy, limit of 
detection, and so on [81]. Some of these treatments such as chemical treatments to restore the initial 
stable values cannot be applied while sensors are installed on wearable devices. The simultaneous 
monitoring of multiple analytes is also challenging as cross-talk between different sensors influences their 
selective detection. Increasing the density of sensors, data processing units, and wireless communication 
channels would require more power and is, therefore, challenging when trying to maintain the same level of 
operation for long durations. Besides that, some challenges for real application of wearable sensors have 
to be addressed for continuous growth of this area, especially when nonenzymatic approaches are used 
because strategies to increase selectivity and sensitivity have to be proposed for real applications [70]. 
The use of biological recognition agents and (bio)chemical modification of the electrode surface to improve 
the selectivity and sensitivity are almost mandatory to allow direct on-body sensing, as well as the coupling 
of additional strategies and devices to collect, preconcentrate, and incubate the biofluids during on-body 
measurements. The majority of developed wearable sensors are functionalized with specific enzymes to 
enhance the selectivity and sensitivity toward a specific analyte and they commonly rely on affinity-based 
recognition which is hard to regenerate in vivo with current technologies [81]. Some common metabolites, 
such has glucose or lactate have their detection based on this approach. However, electroactive molecules 
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could be directly detected considering the loss or donation of electrons on the electrode surface when a 
redox potential is applied to the sensing electrode. Usually, linear sweep voltammetry (LSV) and cyclic 
voltammetry (CV) are employed as the first strategy to evaluate the electrochemical behavior of these 
electroactive molecules on a specific working electrode due to the simple and rapid operation. However, 
in electrochemical detection, these methods result in low sensitivity due to a large background current 
arisen from charging at the electrode surface [50]. Pulse techniques, such as DPV or square wave 
voltammetry (SWV) could be utilized as attractive approaches to decrease the limit of detection enhancing 
the sensitivity. In such techniques, the currents are recorded before the beginning and at the end of the 
potential pulse, and the current difference is monitored concerning to the voltage, minimizing background 
current. Owing to the minimized effect of the charging current, high sensitivity down to nmol levels can be 
reached, making it possible to use flexible and wearable devices to monitor ultralow levels of electroactive 
molecules in body fluids or other matrixes [95]. Some other approaches are related to enhancing the 
sensitivity of electrochemical wearable devices, considering the nature of the modified working electrode. 
Instead of directly using printed metallic or carbon electrodes, nanomaterials functionalized or modified 
electrodes may be utilized to increase the electroactive area and the sensitivity of the direct electrochemical 
detection through different electrochemical techniques. However, the biocompatibility of those materials 
and substrates is another major concern for wearable electronics, especially for sensors mounted on 
the skin/epidermis. The physical, mechanical, and chemical properties of these materials and substrates 
need to be matching to avoid thermal, electrical, and multi-layer integration mismatches. Furthermore, 
although nanomaterials play an important role in flexible electrochemical bioelectronics toward improving 
the sensing performance, their potential toxicity and biocompatibility need to be carefully evaluated [50]. 

Although some of these related approaches have distinct advantages on simplicity, sensitivity and low 
cost, major challenges on selectivity and biofouling need to be overcome in order to achieve continuous, 
stable, and selective measurement in vivo. To address these challenges, new material innovations and 
quantification strategies are strongly desired. Owing to its high portability, and low cost, the development of 
new strategies for electrochemical sensors with high sensitivity and selectivity hold great promise toward 
point-of-care and wearable applications.

WIRELESS TECHNOLOGIES FOR WEARABLE SENSOR
Communication Protocols

Wearable sensors are expected to be able to communicate wirelessly with other devices, such as a 
smartphone. Various types of wireless technology and networks allow these devices to send data to each 
other without cables. There are a number of different wireless technologies that can be implemented in 
hardware products for the IoT. Such technologies include Bluetooth, ZigBee, RFID, NFC, which are the 
most common for the development of wireless wearable sensors. Each of these wireless protocols has its 
own specific advantages and limitations. Selecting the right one when developing a wearable device is an 
important step, as it affects the system’s performance and features, such as size, communication range, 
data transfer rate, and power consumption [2]. 

The wireless protocols can be classified into active and passive based on the role of power supply 
required to operate the devices. The active ones require power to operate, for instance Bluetooth and 
ZigBee, whereas the passive ones do not rely on power (RFID and NFC). Active wireless systems can both 
transmit and receive information over a distance, meaning they need a power source, typically a battery. 
So, sensors based on Bluetooth and ZigBee, for example, have a transceiver which communicates with a 
reader device or other sensors in a network with a range of 10 up to 100 meters. Based on the application’s 
requirements of range and data rate, the energy consumption can be adjusted, but the system needs an 
energy supply to power both the data transmission and sensor circuitry [2]. One recent example of use of a 
low-power energy-efficient Bluetooth microcontroller (Texas Instruments CC2640) is an eyeglasses-based 
sensor merged with a fluidic sampling for tears alcohol analysis [96]. The platform was composed of an 
integrated microfluidic system, attached to the eyeglasses, to guide the tear sample to the electrode, which 
was based on the enzyme alcohol oxidase.
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In contrast, passive wireless systems, like RFID and NFC, communicate with a reader device only when 
it requests information, by means of modulation of the electromagnetic field generated by the reader. A 
disadvantage is that the reader must be in close proximity, just a few centimeters, < 5 cm (NFC) up to 
several meters < 15 m (RFID), making the range very short when compared to active systems. Also, 
since there is no power source, data cannot be logged autonomously. This makes the system rather 
inconvenient for wearable applications, once it requires human intervention to bring the reader close to 
the sensor for data collection, limiting the prospect of having autonomous wearable sensors [2]. Despite 
the disadvantages, RFID/NFC remains a viable option due to its low power requirements. An example of 
using NFC protocol was demonstrated in the development of a sweat Na+ sensor, build on a flexible printed 
circuit board (PCB), becoming a fully integrated wearable skin patch. Potentiometric data from the ion 
selective sensor was transmitted to a smartphone using NFC. The sensor was passively powered by the 
smartphone, so it had no battery. Its operational lifetime is only dependent on the sensor chemistry [97]. 
Due to increasing smartphone ownership and easy availability for developing tools and hardware, the two 
most explored wireless technologies in wearable sensors are Bluetooth [22,98,99] and NFC [100-103]. In 
cases where continuous connectivity is not a requirement, the data can be logged locally on the sensor 
platform and later requested by a device such as a smartphone. One important aspect of designing a 
wireless sensor system is thinking about what data to show the user. Sending all the information generated 
by the sensors would be both unhelpful and wasteful, since wearable devices often have power restraints. 
Therefore, providing only relevant information that can be easily understood by the user is a desirable goal 
from an energy consumption standpoint and also user-friendliness.

Power Sources for Wearable Sensors
Wearable devices often performing tasks such as data analysis, communication, and detection 

simultaneously, it is of no surprise that their power consumption is of great concern. To help minimizing 
the problem, techniques such as modulating the device’s sampling frequency can be employed with 
great effect. The use of low-power energy-efficient electronics is another approach. Nonetheless, the 
development of better and alternative power sources has become essential to address this issue. Thus, 
research is being carried out on solutions such as wearable batteries [104,105], biofuel cells [106,107], 
solar cells [108], supercapacitors [109-111], and piezoelectric/triboelectric energy sources [112-114], each 
with its own benefits and drawbacks. Energy extracted from body motion, sweat or friction could also be 
used as an alternative to the traditional batteries.

The most common way to provide power to wearable devices is through a battery. Lithium-ion batteries 
have long life cycle, low self-discharge rate, and high energy efficiency. Their disadvantage is their weight 
and size, because they are usually heavier and bigger than the device that they are powering. Also, 
their body is rigid, rendering them unsuitable for skin-interfaced devices. This is addressed in recent 
developments in flexible and stretchable batteries [115-117], although their performance is not yet on par 
with their conventional counterparts. Another important advancement is the development of an ultrafast 
rechargeable battery [118].

Recently, supercapacitors have been considered as an alternative, given their safety and capacity for 
fast charge and discharge [119]. They can be used together with energy harvesting techniques to store 
and provide power as needed [120]. However, there are still complications to be solved, such as improving 
energy density, which is affected by multiple factors, including electrode materials, binder, and electrolyte 
[121]. In addition to the improving efficiency, some researchers are focusing on developing transparent 
epidermal supercapacitors, which would improve optical interfaces to the skin. One example uses an Ag/Au/
polypyrrole core-shell mesh based on a nanowire on a silicone substrate as the supercapacitor electrode. 
The system shows good transparency across the visible range (73% at 550 nm for 2 layers of the mesh) 
and good charging/discharging cycling properties (580 μF cm−2 at current density of 5.8 μA cm−2) [122].

Other novel alternatives are wearable solar cells and biofuel cells. Biochemical energy from biofluids, 
such as blood, tears, and sweat, which are always available and are rich in metabolites, can be used in 
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biofuel cells to generate electricity. Since the flow of biofuel is controlled by human physiology, continuous 
generation of constant power is difficult. One example is a screen-printed highly stretchable (500%) biofuel 
cell. The device uses a special stretchable ink based on carbon nanotubes as the conductive component. 
The cell displays a maximum power density of ∼50 μW cm−2 at a voltage of 0.25 V in the presence of 20 
mM glucose [122].

Harnessing energy from light is another tough challenge. Even though the field is advancing, there are 
still major challenges ahead, since solar energy is a very low-density power source. Thus, suitable levels of 
power require a panel with a large surface area. Also, the highest conversion efficiency is achieved when 
sunlight reaches the panel perpendicularly. Taking into account the shape of the human body, its constant 
motion and the sun’s motion, only a negligible fraction of sunlight will fall normal to the panel, converting 
a low fraction of sun light into effective energy for the device. Given these challenges, researchers are 
exploring ways of improving conversion efficiency [123].

Data Analysis and Privacy
The emergence of the so-called big data for health-related fields like wireless (bio)chemical sensors 

raises questions about privacy, security, and data ownership [124]. Extensive amounts of highly personal 
data will be generated by physical and chemical sensors, and also by many new smart devices, networks, 
and software applications. Data privacy is, therefore, of crucial importance in the healthcare domain and 
its security should be enforced at every step of the system, including at the sensor level at which the data 
is collected [125]. 

As more people rely on wearable sensors, they become exposed to potential security breaches. 
Providing the wearer with the most relevant analytical information in a simple way is important for 
widespread adoption of wearable technology. This involves data mining to analyze and filter relevant 
information before presenting it to the user. However, current data mining algorithms will not be able to 
cope with the amount of data that wearable sensors are expected to output [126]. Efforts to address these 
problems are being performed with new algorithms and expanding data mining protocols to work with 
heterogeneous information [127]. If wearable sensors are able to output information at high data rates, 
they must have powerful data storage and processing capability. This is challenging given the constraints 
associated with a compact wearable device. Cloud computing could be a way of mitigating this problem 
[128], removing the need for dedicated electronics for storing and analyzing raw sensor data. However, 
remotely handling the data must go hand-in-hand with security measures.

APPLICATION OF WIRELESS WEARABLE ELECTROCHEMICAL DEVICES
Health and Fitness monitoring

Over the past few decades, the tremendous advance in electronic, medicine, chemistry, biocompatible 
materials and nanomaterials has led to the development of technologies that provide rapid and patient-
centred diagnostics, especially for those with limited access to health services, while conventional disease 
diagnostic tests commonly used in laboratories and hospitals are time-consuming and costly, and require 
highly trained personnel [50,81]. More recently, a considerable progress in “epidermal electronics” area, 
including miniaturized wearable, implantable and flexible devices has been reached on medical and sport 
field enabling diagnosis and prognosis through small sensors and biomedical devices, greatly improving 
the quality and efficacy of health care, and the monitoring of physiological parameters for fitness and sport 
proposes. These flexible bioelectronics allows natural interaction between electronics and the soft human 
body and enables real-time and continuous health monitoring (e-Health) and transmission of biological 
data to the Internet for further processing and transformation into clinical knowledge [129]. This devices 
provide a continuous physiological status of individuals and personalized health profile to keep track of an 
individual’s well-being [130,131] and are becoming important for long-term health monitoring due to the 
increasing elderly population throughout the world [81]. Although it all started as a cost-effective alternative 
to deliver diagnostic strategies in the developing world, especially in rural, remote, and underserved 
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communities, it has rapidly proliferated as a revolutionary tool that may enable virtual appointments 
between patients and doctors [132,133].

The current market for wearable electronics is still limited to tracking physical and vital signs from patients 
or users. The monitoring of human physiological activities such as body motion, respiration, heart rate, 
electrocardiograms, skin temperature, oxygen concentration and blood pressure are the most common 
and found in every smartwatch available on the market [81,129]. To provide a complete picture of the health 
state of an individual, it would be also very attractive to measure other physiological biomarkers, such as 
glucose, lactate, intra- and extracellular ions, and specific diseases biomarkers. Some recent studies 
are being conducted for the development of wearable hybrid devices that could simultaneously measure 
both chemical and electrophysiological parameters in a single epidermal patch [50,134]. Although these 
devices are mostly based on optical detection principles, an alternative can be the use of electrochemical 
assays through electron transfer during redox reactions for health markers monitoring [54,70]. In the 
following paragraphs, the main wireless wearable electrochemical devices used in health monitoring will 
be reviewed, given special attention to the different monitored analytes, dividing it in four main groups: 
glucose- and ion-selective-sensors, and sensors for organic compounds- and specific diseases. Some 
examples of wearable electrochemical devices for health and fitness monitoring are summarized in Table I.

Wearable glucose sensors
Glucose sensors are one of the most common biosensors related in literature. Due to the major problem 

of diabetes diseases caused by disorder or depletion of insulin leading to various major complications, the 
patient’s glucose levels should be constantly monitored and controlled [135]. Therefore, attachable devices 
that monitor glucose to improve diabetes management and blood glucose control are very attractive, 
as they help the continuous real-time monitoring of patients for quick self-assessment [9,81]. Currently, 
interstitial fluid is the most used in continuous monitoring of blood glucose levels for its glucose correlation 
with blood glucose concentrations. Others physiological fluids such as urine, sweat, saliva, ocular fluid, 
and breath contain glucose biomarkers that could also be used for glucose monitoring [81,136].

Numerous studies are related for glucose wearable sensors and the smart watches are one of the most 
popular types. GlucoWatch® biographer (Cygnus Inc., Redwood City, CA, USA) was the first device to 
have a commercially approval for noninvasive glucose monitor by the Food and Drug Administration (FDA) 
[137]. It works acquiring electrochemically information about glucose concentration extracted by reverse 
iontophoresis from skin interstitial fluid. The direct measure of glucose concentration on the human skin 
is a promising approach for the future devices. Lee et al. has created a wearable patch-type sensor made 
from graphene and gold to enable direct sweat analysis with a wireless connection to a smartphone 
using an Android application via Bluetooth [138]. These flexible devices used gold mesh and gold-doped 
chemical vapor deposition (CVD) graphene electrodes to ensure high conductivity, optical transparency 
and mechanical reliability for stable electrical signal transmission, with an internal interference elimination 
system: when the relative humidity is detected at the critical sweating point, the temperature and pH is 
measured and corrected at the same time. The developed wireless device shows also an interesting way for 
direct drug delivery system, once when a high concentration of glucose was measured, the internal heater 
dissolved the phase-change material and released metformin in a feedback percutaneous drug delivery 
reaction through biocompatible microneedles direct into the human body. Another study, conducted by 
Lee’s Group developed a thin and stretchable microfluidic device that was made with nanoporous gold 
electrodes in a poly(dimethylsiloxane) (PDMS) substrate, enabling collection and accurate delivery of sweat 
from skin to the electrode surface, with excellent replacement capability. The integrated glucose sensor 
patch demonstrated excellent ability to continuously monitor the sweat glucose level with high accuracy 
and good skin adaption. For the on-body detection, copper wire leads were attached to the electrodes of 
the sensor patch with silver paste to connect them to a portable electrochemical analyser (EmStat Blue 
3+, Palm Instrument B.V.). This portable electrochemical analyser was then controlled wirelessly using 
a PStouch Android application (Figure 1A) [65]. Other examples for glucose wireless electrochemical 
sensors are summarized in Table I. 
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Wearable ion-selective sensors
These sensors have one of the simplest forms of sensing modality as the response is determined by 

ion exchange/transfer processes at the selective membrane–liquid interface. With major developments of 
sensing materials chemistry, sensitive and selective sensors can be quickly achieved for ionic detection 
in biofluids. The selective membrane typically consists of ion-selective ionophores dissolved in complex 
polymeric matrix with high mechanical stability and decides the sensitivity and selectivity of the ion-selective 
sensors. Each of these layers is critical to produce high-performance ion-selective electrodes for long term 
usage in wearable devices. These wearable potentiometric sensors integrated into a conformal platform to 
achieve coherent structure and easy wearability depending on applications have been widely investigated 
for detection of a variety of analytes in different matrixes [50]. 

Currently, the most common wearable potentiometric sensors are ion-selective sensors for detection of 
small ions such as Na+, K+, and H+. Recently, a noninvasive wearable electrochemical device for continuous 
monitoring of ionized calcium and pH in body fluids using a disposable and flexible array of Ca2+ and pH 
sensors that interfaces with a flexible printed circuit board was developed by Javey’s Group. The sensor 
was made with selective membranes for both ions supported over a PET substrate. The accuracy of 
Ca2+ concentration and pH measured by the wearable sensors was validated through inductively coupled 
plasma-mass spectrometry technique and a commercial pH meter, showing that the wearable sensors 
had high repeatability and selectivity to the target ions. Real-time on-body assessment of sweat was also 
performed, and the results indicated that calcium concentration increases with decreasing of pH [37].

Sodium ion is a potential biomarker for hydration status. In a study, the authors showed that sweat Na+ 
concentration increases abruptly after approximately 2 h of outdoor running when there is no replenishment 
for lost water. Among various ions found in human body fluids, detection of Na ions has been the most 
prominent in wearable research due to its presence at high concentration in biofluids and physiological 
importance for maintaining fluid and electrolyte balance [34]. A potentiometric sodium ion sensor was 
developed by Alizadeh et al. depositing a chloride membrane into the internal layer of electrochemical 
deposited poly (3,4-ethylenedioxythiophene) (PEDOT). The solid-state Na+ ISE was based on the calix[4]
arene tetraester Na+ ionophore as well as the reference electrodes (RE) were fabricated using a 175 µm 
PET substrate onto which conducting carbon and dielectric insulating layers were screen-printed using a 
DEK 248 printer. The developed sweat patch and associated electronics module were monitored remotely 
via Bluetooth for the detection of sodium concentration during a session of exercises [139]. 

Other flexible and attachable body fluid monitoring smart system was developed by Shen Group. In 
this work, they reported a wearable self-powered-like sweat monitoring system with integrated micro-
supercapacitors (MSCs). The monitoring system is composed of ion selective membrane based [Na+] and 
[K+] sensors, and NiCo2O4-based MSCs as the power source of the sensor arrays, displayed an excellent 
electrochemical performance with high sensitivities of 0.031 nF mM-1 for [Na+] and 0.056 nF mM-1 for [K+]. 
By further integrating with wireless transmission technology (WiFi), the system could easily and accurately 
realize the real-time monitoring of perspiration [140].

Chloride is an important biological parameter for cystic fibrosis diagnosis [141]. Considering that the 
sweat Cl− has been the gold standard for this diagnosis, researchers developed a skin-worn wearable 
platform for local sweat extraction and Cl− monitoring using flexible ion selective sensors. A device developed 
by Javey´s Group allows a simultaneous detection of sweat rate based on the change in impedance 
between two parallel metal electrodes and monitoring of ion (H+, Na+, K+, Cl–) concentration with an ion-
selective electrode. The signal from the impedance is sampled by the on-chip analogical-to-digital (ADC) 
converter, and a discrete Fourier transform (DFT) algorithm is used for impedance calculation. A 16-bit 
ADC (LTC1864) is used to measure the potential difference between working and reference electrodes. 
Both parts are controlled by a microcontroller which sends data to Bluetooth module via UART protocol. 
Finally, the Bluetooth module wirelessly transmits the data to mobile phone interface for display. The 
incorporation of sweat rate monitoring further assists in the understand of inter-related sweat parameters 
due to secretion rate (Figure 1B) [142]. 
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Wearable sensors for organic compounds
Besides glucose, other organic compounds present in body fluids are closely related to human health 

and play important roles in the regulation of metabolism and are vital for maintaining the health of the entire 
human body. So, wearable biochemical sensors for detecting such organic compounds are really in need 
for continuous monitoring in order to assess human health and wellbeing since adverse effects occur in the 
absence or deficiency of these biomarkers. Many of these sensors are based on corresponding enzymatic 
electrodes, which are similarly fabricated as enzymatic glucose sensors, but since some analytes have 
good electrochemical activity a direct monitoring of such biomarkers could be conducted without an 
enzyme mediator. 

Uric acid (UA) is an important final product of purine metabolism in human body. If the excretory system 
of uric acid is not working normally, an excess of UA is detected in human fluids, which leads to change 
in the pH of the fluid and affects the normal function of human cells. Some diseases such as gout occur 
if UA content in the body is neglected for a long term. In 2015 a mouthguard enzyme-based biosensor 
for uric acid was proposed by Kim et al. The enzyme (uricase)-modified screen-printed electrode system 
was integrated with anatomically miniaturized instrumentation wireless electronics composed by Bluetooth 
4.0 link for data transmission. The mouthguard amperometric biosensor system offers high sensitivity, 
selectivity, and stability towards uric acid detection in human saliva, covering the concentration ranges for 
both healthy people and hyperuricemia patients [22]. 

Neuro biomarkers like stress indicators were also explored by some authors [143]. Parlak et al. also 
introduced an integration of an electrochemical transistor and a tailor-made synthetic and biomimetic 
polymeric membrane for selective molecular recognition of human stress hormone cortisol. The sensor and 
a laser-patterned microcapillary channel array were integrated in a wearable sweat diagnostics platform, 
providing accurate sweat acquisition and precise sample delivery to the sensor interface. The device 
was controlled using an Arduino Uno R3 microcontroller unit, which was used to power the individual 
components as well as to acquire and report detection data [144]. 

Lactic acid (LA) is a chemical substance produced in the glycolytic system and is known to be closely 
related to physical activity in anaerobic exercise such as muscle training. Blood lactate is already 
widely used in evaluation of training intensity in professions sports but sweat is becoming an interesting 
alternative for biological lactate monitoring in athletes and patients. A wearable electronic sensor 
capable of simultaneously measuring lactate, hydrogen ions, and sodium ions in human sweat through 
temperature sensing for internal calibration, equipped with microfluidic sampling and wireless reading 
electronics was proposed by Anastasova et al. The amperometric-based lactate sensor consists of doped 
enzymes deposited on top of a semipermeable copolymer membrane and outer polyurethane layers. For 
data acquisition, custom wireless sensing electronics based on the nRF51822 (Nordic semiconductors) 
IC with Bluetooth Smart wireless transmission were employed. A sensor interface was designed with a 
LT1638 (Linear Technologies) operational amplifier for measurements of the lactate sensor. An Android 
application was developed to capture the data from the wearable sensors and displays on other devices, 
like smartphones or tablets. A correlation between lactate and exercise frequency in sweat was observed 
by the authors once lactate concentration increased with a higher level of exercise effort [145].

Future efforts towards continuous lactate monitoring will focus on miniaturization and integration of the 
electrochemical circuits and electronics for data acquisition, processing, and wireless transmission, as well 
as critical assessment of all potential toxicity and biocompatibility concerns.

Wearable sensors for specific diseases
Despite the monitoring of some biological analytes in body fluids for healthcare, the impressive advances 

in the development of wearable sensors are allowing the researchers to perform clinical diagnoses in real-
time based in specific biomarkers for a disease, without sophisticated instrumentation requirements. The 
specific biomarker analysis is one of the cornerstones of medical evaluation and the use of wearable 
devices has demonstrated the potential to become a fundamental medical tool when rapid, sensitive, and 
user-friendly disease diagnosis in non-laboratory environments is required.
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Considering the advances reported in the last few years in point-of-care (POC) devices integrated in 
wearable systems, a noticeable increase in the number of publications on biosensors for specific diseases 
detection has been observed. These devices can provide a multiplex detection of different biomarkers in a 
small volume of sample or the screening of numerous samples using a single chip, allowing the possibility 
of a personalized healthcare monitoring for each patient, making the diagnosis of some diseases simpler, 
cheaper and faster. Some PoC devices combined with microfluidic systems are already related to detect 
biomarkers at ultra-low concentrations for early diagnosis in asymptomatic patients of diseases such as 
cardiovascular disease, neurological disease, cancer, urinary tract disease, dengue fever [146], malaria, 
and recently also for SARS-CoV-2 [129]. 

The efforts in development of wearable devices for specific diseases detection can be seen in some 
previous works. For example, a portable electrochemical microfluidic paper-based immunosensor device 
(E-µPID) was developed by Zhao and co-worker for detection of immunodeficiency virus and hepatitis C 
virus antibodies in serum, exhibiting high precision, sensitivity, and selectivity. The transmission of detection 
results to remote sites or health databases, via Internet or mobile networks, was related for the first time and 
can be used for telemedicine or patient’s health-data storage and analysis. The platform was consisted of 
an electrochemical microfluidic paper-based immunosensor array (E-µPIA) and a handheld multi-channel 
potentiostat, with a capacity of performing enzyme-linked immunosorbent assays simultaneously on eight 
samples within 20 min. The circuit architecture of the potentiostat includes a microcontroller unit, a signal 
multiplexing/demultiplexing unit, a signal processing circuit (for converting an electrochemical current into 
a voltage), a 9 V battery and a Bluetooth wireless communication unit [147]. 

For Parkinson’s disease (PD), several approaches have been developed for wearable monitoring 
systems during the last years, with detection of bradykinesia and tremor. Physical and cognitive parameters 
like tremors, balance dysfunction, motor rhythms and confusion are the most one monitored by wearable 
devices for PD diagnosis. These sensors do not use electrochemical or microfluidic principles, but the 
main concepts can be exploited in this manner. De facto, a microneedle sensor was developed by Wang’s 
Group for continuous monitoring of Levodopa (L-Dopa) in interstitial fluids. L-Dopa is the most effective 
medication for treating Parkinson’s disease, which is metabolized to dopamine. However, because dose 
optimization is currently based on patients’ report of symptoms, which are difficult for patients to describe, 
the management of PD is challenging. So, a real-time and continuous monitoring device is important for an 
individual healthcare protocol for each PD patient. The reported sensing platform was made with different 
carbon paste electrode transducers assembled into a two-working electrode microneedle array for parallel 
independent electrochemical probing. While a direct electrochemical detection of L-Dopa was possible with 
SWV, a second microneedle electrode used chronoamperometric measurements for tyrosinase (TYR)-
based biocatalytic detection (Figure 1C). The designed biosensor used an Ag wire reference electrode, 
and no counter electrode was used. The new sensor device displays an attractive analytical performance 
with high sensitivity, a low detection limit, high selectivity, and good stability in artificial interstitial fluid. The 
attractive analytical performance and potential wearable applications of the microneedle sensor array was 
demonstrated in a skin-mimicking phantom gel as well as upon penetration through mice skin [148]. 
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Figure 1. Example of wireless wearable electrochemical devices for different applications. A – 
Stretchable non-enzymatic glucose wearable sensor: (a) Optical images of fabricated sensor (with 
no microfluidic channel); (b) Optical images of the stretchable microfluidics-integrated biosensor 
patch attached on the forehead (left) or arm (right) of a subject for real-time measurement. [Reprinted 
with permission from [65] Copyright© 2019, American Chemical Society]. B – Schematics of the 
wearable sweat sensing patch for H+, Na+, K+, Cl– monitoring and sweat rate determination. The 
sweat sensing device is directly placed to the skin and can be comfortably worn on a user’s wrist. 
The analyzed data is wirelessly transmitted to a cellphone via Bluetooth platform. [Reprinted 
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with permission from [142] Copyright© 2018, American Chemical Society]. C – Microneedle 
sensor for L-Dopa detection for Parkinson’s disease monitoring. (a) microneedle sensor with 
the corresponding reagent layers, including the CP, tyrosinase, and Nafion layer; (b) Schematic 
representation of a mannequin hand wearing the microneedle sensor; (c) the microneedle sensor 
for L-Dopa monitoring in ISF; (c) Portable wireless electro analyzer enabled with wireless data 
transmission to a smart device. [Reprinted with permission from [148] Copyright© 2019, American 
Chemical Society]. D – Schematics of robotic fingers: (b) Image illustrating the robotic hand 
used to develop the glove-based sense fingers. (c) Prototype of the screen-printed robotic sense 
fingers with long connections to the wrist where the electronic interface is located. (d) Images and 
corresponding electrochemical data of (i) robotic sour-finger dipped in orange juice and the SWV 
signature of ascorbic acid, (ii) robotic sweet-finger in cherry juice and amperometry data of glucose, 
(iii) spicy-finger on green-pepper and SWV feedback response to the presence of capsaicin. 
[Reprinted with permission from [153] Copyright© 2018, American Chemical Society]. E – Tattoo-
based transdermal alcohol sensor. (a) Schematic diagram of an iontophoretic-sensing tattoo 
device, containing the iontophoretic electrodes and the three sensing electrodes. (b) Photograph 
of an alcohol iontophoretic-sensing tattoo device with integrated flexible electronics applied to a 
human subject. (c) Schematic diagram of a wireless operation of the iontophoretic-sensing tattoo 
device for transdermal alcohol sensing. In the diagrams of the tattoo-base device, blue and red 
highlights show the active zones during iontophoresis and amperometric detection, respectively. 
(d) Schematic diagram of constituents in the iontophoretic system (left) and of the reagent layer 
and processes involved in the amperometric sensing of ethanol on the working electrode (right). 
[Reprinted with permission from [40] Copyright© 2016, American Chemical Society].

Bacteria are already well known for causing numerous diseases and disorders in the human body, 
such as urinary tract infection, diarrhoea, and sepsis. A real-time monitoring device is an opportunity for 
a direct tracking for possible bacteria contamination and infection. So, Mannoor and co-authors have 
developed a wireless graphene nanosensor, using biomaterials to remotely detect and monitor bacteria 
present in breathing or saliva. The fully integrated biosensing platform was fabricated with graphene 
printing onto water-soluble silk substrate, followed by functionalization of antimicrobial peptides (AMPs) as 
biorecognition moieties. The selective binding of the bacteria with the AMPs alters the electrical resistance 
and allows rapid bacterial quantification and monitoring. Upon recognition of specific bacterial targets by 
the immobilized peptides, the electrical conductivity of the graphene film was modulated and wirelessly 
monitored using an inductively coupled radio frequency (RF) reader device. The developed sensor was 
used in an integrated system in tooth enamel for bacteria detection in saliva and represented a versatile 
approach for detection of other biochemical targets using a fully wearable device [149]. 

Even considering that dehydration does not have specific biomarkers for its diagnosis, the monitoring of 
some biofluids by wearable devices has been shown to be efficient in the monitoring of people affected by 
this disease. The use of these wearable devices is even more important for monitoring the body condition of 
high-level athletes and sports practitioners, serving as an essential platform for real-time detection of water 
loss due to excessive physical activity. Bioelectrical impedance is the most popular and conventionally 
used technique for measuring dehydration and human body water content. 

It consists of two electrodes mounted on the human body with a low amplitude alternating current 
passed through them. Frequent modifications are done to the bioelectric impedance model based on the 
placement of electrodes on the human body or based on putting conductive strips in wearable media, along 
with data readout through wireless communications, with a ZigBee-based mobile wireless sensor network 
[150]. Further improvements in incorporating sensors on conformable materials, especially on textiles, 
are also expected, enabling the wearability of such devices more efficiently for real-time analysis during 
exercises [151]. Wireless epidermis sensors mounted directly on human skin represent another interesting 
approach for measuring hydration and strain levels in the human skin for sport and fitness proposes [152]. 

Wireless Wearable Electrochemical Sensors: A Review
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Wireless wearable electrochemical sensors for other applications
As demonstrated above, many efforts have been directed towards the development of wireless 

wearable electrochemical devices to directly sense different biomarkers (metabolites, electrolytes). While 
the majority of these wearable sensor systems has focused on fitness and healthcare applications, there 
are growing demands for developing such sensors in various other research and industrial fields, such as 
security, environmental and food quality, and towards monitoring of drug abuse [154]. 

In particular, there is a limited number of studies describing wireless wearable electrochemical devices 
addressed to these other fields of applications. Wang’s research Group is the pioneer in the development 
of fully integrated electrochemical wearable platforms with wireless data transmission for screening of food 
and additives flavors, monitoring hazardous chemicals for diverse security and environmental applications 
and drug controlling. 

In the food field, Wang’s group described a sensing robotic fingers device for rapid screening of food 
flavors and additives [153]. The device consisted of three stretchable finger electrochemical cells printed 
on the robotic glove, and it was integrated with a circuit board to transmit the data wirelessly, via Bluetooth 
to a laptop or tablet. The printed middle, index, and ring robotic fingers allowed accurate discrimination 
among sweetness, sourness, and spiciness, using electrochemical detection of glucose, ascorbic acid, 
and capsaicin in a wide range of liquid and solid food samples as can be seen in (Figure 1D). The 
researchers hope that these advanced wearable taste-sensing systems at the robot fingertips will pave the 
way to automated chemical sensing machinery, facilitating robotic decision for practical food assistance 
applications, with broad implications to a wide range of robotic sensing applications.

For protection and personal safety of high-risk professions, which can be exposed to toxic and hazardous 
species, wearable sensors fully integrated with wireless data transmission represents a very promising 
technology. The advantage of this technology is the integration of sensors in the clothes that are worn 
on a daily basis, providing the ability to continuously monitor the users and their environment to warn of 
an imminent risk, helping in fast and effective decision-making process [155]. Few wearable devices for 
detecting chemical threats have been described in the literature. Most of them are based on the detection 
of organophosphate (OP) nerve agents. Such compounds represent a serious concern worldwide, due 
to their high toxicity. Some types of OP compounds are routinely used as pesticides in agricultural and 
domestic environments; however, the main concern revolves around OPs such as the G series agents, 
sarin and soman, as they are extremely toxic and fast-acting agents of war due to its irreversible inhibition 
of acetylcholinesterase [156]. 

Wang’s research group has developed promising wearable devices based on platforms such as 
glove [15], tattoo [157,158] and textile [158] for detecting OP compounds. Such devices consist of 
electrochemical sensors coupled to a miniaturized electronic interface based on a potentiostat for signal 
processing and wireless data transmission, via Bluetooth. In all of these systems the detection of OP 
compounds was based on an organophosphate hydrolase enzyme biosensor, where the OP hydrolysis 
product (p-nitrophenol) is subsequently oxidized at the working electrode. In these studies, important 
points were considered. For instance, the authors used elastomeric stress-enduring inks for printing the 
electrodes, which ensure resilience against mechanical stress expected from the wearer’s activity without 
compromising the biosensing performance. Moreover, the electrochemical detection was carried out using 
a soft and flexible electronic board, that maintains its functionality under mechanical stress and retains 
conformal contact with the skin.

The use of wireless wearable electrochemical devices has been also studied for the continuous real-
time monitoring of licit and illicit drugs, because it plays an important role in personal and automotive 
safety, as well as for forensic applications [159]. Consequently, new noninvasive/few-invasive wearable 
chemical detection platforms, operating on readily sampled biofluids, such as sweat, saliva or tears, have 
attracted considerable interest as an alternative for monitoring alcohol or drugs in real time, which can be 
easily used by police, health workers and individual consumers.

Braz. J. Anal. Chem., 2021, 8 (31), pp 22-50.
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Thus, several wireless wearables electrochemical devices have been developed for this purpose. An 
interesting example is the wearable tattoo-based biosensor for noninvasive alcohol monitoring in induced 
sweat developed by Kim and collaborators [40]. The device is formed by an integrated system for sweat-
inducing direct iontophoresis with amperometric enzyme biosensing, along with a thin flexible printed 
electronic circuit for controlling the entire operation and a wireless real-time data collection, Figure 1E. The 
on-body iontophoresis operation was optimized on the human skin and the epidermal sensor was tested 
in nine volunteers before and after consumption of alcoholic beverages. In all experiments, the tattoo 
biosensors were placed on the subject’s arms, and ethanol sweat measurement was performed using the 
iontophoresis-amperometry operation. The proposed skin-compliant biosensor displayed a highly selective 
and sensitive response to ethanol. The authors consider that future studies are required to calibrate the 
devices and ensuring data security and privacy safeguards. In addition, they point out that the attractive 
design and performance of the new wearable iontophoresis detection platform also offers considerable 
promise for noninvasive monitoring of additional target analytes.

In general, studies have pointed out the consumption of alcoholic beverages as one of the main 
factors responsible for the high incidence of accidents with victims. Furthermore, alcohol consumption is 
often combined with other psychoactive drugs, such as cannabis, and their combined synergistic effects 
may greatly increase the risk of fatal accidents [160]. Thus, researchers of Wang’s group developed a 
fascinating wearable electrochemical sensing device for the simultaneous detection of salivary alcohol and 
Δ9-tetrahydrocannabinol (THC), which is the main psychoactive ingredient in cannabis [16]. The sensing 
platform contains a dual working electrode, which offers direct SWV detection of THC and amperometric 
biosensing of alcohol with no apparent cross talk and high sensitivity. Both electrochemical techniques 
have been executed using the potentiostatic circuit embedded within the ring body. Such ring-based 
integration of miniaturized wireless electronic interface facilitates selective “on the spot” detection of 
cannabis and alcohol. The authors point out that the proposed wearable sensing can be readily expanded 
for the monitoring of other drugs of abuse. 

Other interesting wireless wearable electrochemical devices in these fields and its characteristics are 
summarized in Table I. 

Although there are many challenges to be overcome for the real application and commercialization of 
these devices, they are fundamental to encourage the development of new improved wearable devices.

Alves, T. M. R.; Deroco, P. B.; Wachholz Junior, D.; Vidotto, L. H. B.; Kubota, L. T.  
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Table I. Wireless wearable electrochemical devices for fitness, healthcare and other applications
Analyte Electrode Linear Range Matrix Technique Platform Characteristics Ref.

Glucose GOx membrane
(MEMS)/Pt 5–1000 µM Saliva Amperometry Mouthguard Long-term real-time monitoring 

(more than 5 h) [161]

Glucose GOx/Sol-gel 
membrane 0–2 mM Tears Differential module Contact Lens Wirelessly powered by radiated 

RF waves [162]

Na+ Ion selective 
membrane – Saliva Potentiometry Mouthguard Bluetooth low-energy wireless 

telemetry [163]

K+
Ion-selective 
membrane/ 
screen-printed

0.1–100 mM Tears Amperometry and 
Potentiometry Eyeglass

Nernstian slope of 58.0 ± 4.3 mV
Bluetooth wireless data 
transmission

[20]

Latic acid
PPD-LOx/
carbon-PB-printed 
electrode

0.1–0.5 mM Saliva CA Mouthguard
High sensitivity, selectivity and 
stability using whole human 
saliva samples

[59]

Latic acid
LOx/
glutaraldehyde/
BSA/PU/Pt

0–1 mM Tears Amperometry Contact lens Quick response time Sensitivity 
of ~ 53 A mM−1 [164]

Dehydration AgNW/PDMS – – Impedance Skin
Ultralow power microprocessor 
with Bluetooth wireless 
connection

[165]

Glucose, AA, caffeine 
(CAF) and capsaicin 
(CAP)

Carbon-printed 
electrode and 
GOx/PB/carbon-
printed electrode

1–6 mM AA and 
glucose;

10–50 ppm CAP; 
0.1–0.9 mM CAF

Food SWV and 
Amperometry Nitrile glove

Robotic sensors that mimic the 
human sensing capabilities 
to discriminate sweetness, 
sourness, and spiciness 

[153]

Organophosphorus 
nerve agent 
(methylparaoxon and 
methylparation)

OPH/Nafion/
carbon-printed 
electrode

– Surfaces SWV Nitrile glove “Lab-on-a-glove” that withstand 
extreme mechanical deformations [15]

G-type nerve agents 
simulant (diisopropyl 
fluorophosphate)

OPH/Nafion/PANi/ 
carbon-printed 
electrode

10–120 mM Vapor and 
liquid phases Potentiometry Tattoo

Temporary tattoo
paper and miniaturized 
potentiometric printed circuit 
board transducer integrated

[157]

Organophosphorus 
nerve agent 
(methylparaoxon)

OPH/Nafion/
carbon-printed 
electrode

90–300 mg L-1 Vapor phases SWV Tattoo and textile
Maintains its functionality under 
mechanical stress and retains 
conformal contact with the skin

[158]

Explosive and 
nerve-agent threats 
(DNT, H2O2 and 
methylparaoxon)

Carbon and
OPH/Nafion/
carbon-PB-printed 
electrode

10−100 ppm;
2−10 mM;

0.25−1.25 mM

Vapor and 
liquid phases

SWV and 
Amperometry Ring

Multiplexed chemical sensor 
platform with battery-powered
stamp-size potentiostat

[13]
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Analyte Electrode Linear Range Matrix Technique Platform Characteristics Ref.

Ethanol
AOx/BSA/chitosan/
carbon-PB-printed 
electrode

0−36 mM Sweat Amperometry Tattoo Wireless epidermal iontophoretic-
biosensing system [40]

Ethanol AOx/PPy/Au 1-50 mM Interstitial fluid Amperometry and 
potentiometry 16-gauge syringe Continuous and long-term 

monitoring [166]

Ethanol, glucose and 
vitamins (C, B2, B6)

Carbon-PB-, GOx/
BSA/carbon-PB- 
and AOx/BSA/
carbon-PB-printed 
electrode

– Tears SWV and 
amperometry Eyeglasses

Noninvasive biosensing fluidic 
system allow real-time tear 
collection and direct biomarkers 
measurements

[96]

Ethanol and Δ9-
tetrahydrocannabinol 
(THC)

AOx/BSA/chitosan/ 
glutaraldehyde/
carbon-PB- and
MWCNT/carbon-
printed electrode

0.2–1.0 mM 
ethanol;

1–6 μM THC
Saliva SWV and 

amperometry Ring

Powerful wireless electronic 
board into a ring platform; Dual-
sensor electrode cap, for the 
simultaneous detection

[16]

Drug (Caffeine)
CNTs/Nafion/
carbon printed 
electrode

10–40 µM Sweat DPV Wrist band

Complete system with signal 
transduction, conditioning, 
processing, and Bluetooth 
transmission functionalities to 
relay electrochemical signals to a 
user interface

[45]

Abuse drug (fentanyl)
MWCNT-PEI-IL/
carbon printed 
electrode

10–100 μM Liquid and 
powder forms SWV Glove

Selective detection in the 
presence of common cutting 
agents such as acetaminophen, 
caffeine, glucose, and 
theophylline

[167]

GOx = glucose oxidase enzyme, MEMS = microelectromechanical systems; PPD = poly(ophenylenediamine), LOx = lactate oxidase enzyme; PB = Prussian blue; CA = 
Chronoamperometry; BSA = bovine serum albumin, PU = polyurethane; AgNW = nanocomposite of Ag wires, PDMS = poly(dimethylsiloxane); AA = ascorbic acid; SWV = 
square wave voltammetry; OPH = organophosphorus hydrolase enzyme; PANi = polyaniline; AOx = Alcohol oxidase enzyme; PPy = polypyrrole; DPV = differential pulse 
voltammetry; CNTs = carbon nanotubes; MWCNT = Multiwalled carbon nanotubes; PEI = polyethylenimine; IL = ionic liquid.

Wireless Wearable Electrochemical Sensors: A Review

Table I. Wireless wearable electrochemical devices for fitness, healthcare and other applications (Continuation)
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CONCLUSION AND OUTLOOK
The area of wearable sensors is being developed in an extraordinary way. Advances in fields such as 

nanotechnology and the Internet-of-Things have boosted the ability of such devices to extract quantitative 
and innovative information in real-time, especially in remote areas and with limited resources, revolutionizing 
user health, well-being and safety practices.

Electroanalytical methods have received great attention in the last decade for the manufacture of these 
wearable platforms. This is because such methods allow the manufacture of fully integrated devices in 
a miniaturized, flexible and robust way, allowing the directly analysis on the human body, processing 
and transmitting data wirelessly to a portable device or a data center. Moreover, the functionalization of 
electrochemical sensors, supported on this wearable platform, with nanomaterials or bioreceptors can 
improve the analytical performance of the entire system, improving its sensitivity, selectivity and versatility.

Most of the developments in wearable sensors has been focused on health/fitness applications, 
however, these devices are extremely important for various scientific and industrial fields. Recent efforts 
have demonstrated its potential for in field monitoring that are still little explored, such as security and 
defense, agri-food and forensic applications.

Although there are unquestionable advantages in using wireless wearable electrochemical devices, 
most of the works described in this review have as their main objective the manufacture of the devices, 
demonstrating only the potential of the proposed devices. Little attention has been paid to critical and 
fundamental steps towards the final purpose of the device from the point of view of real applications and 
commercialization.

Importantly, the impact of this technology is still at an early stage. As with most new developments, 
there are many challenges and opportunities for this relatively new field, both in fundamental and applied 
aspects. These challenges involve the improvement of sensitivity, selectivity, long-term stability and 
reliability of devices and multiplexing capabilities. More researches are needed to manufacture large-
scale wireless wearable electrochemical sensors with reliable performance for relevant analytes in real 
samples and viable scenarios, in order to make it the best option to solve real demand. The improvement 
of the multidisciplinary synergy of chemistry, biology, electrical engineering and software engineering will 
play a central role in the creation of innovative portable and wireless wearable microdevices with excellent 
performance.
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